Abstract. In this note, we present filter characterizations of minimal weakly first countable, minimal 9, minimal %, weakly first countableclosed, ^-closed, and % -closed spaces. Our main result is a generalization of G. M. Reed's theorem that every Moore-closed space is separable. 0. Introduction. For a property P of topological spaces, we say a Hausdorff space with property P is P-closed provided that it is a closed subset of every Hausdorff space with property P in which it can be embedded. A Hausdorff space (X, t) with property P is called P-minimal if there is no Hausorff P-topology on X which is strictly weaker than t.
We refer to the wfc-systems in (b) and (c) as ^-systems and % -systems, respectively. Studies of properties of spaces of type (a), (b) and (c), are given in [HS] , [Sy, [D] , and [DGN] .
1. Characterization theorems. We first recall that a point p is a 9-adherent point of filterbase t provided that for each T E t and neighborhood V of p, we have T n V ¥-0. Theorem 1.1a. Let (X, t) be a Hausdorff weakly first countable space. The following are equivalent.
(i) The space (X, t) is minimal weakly first countable.
(ii) Every countable filterbase on (X, r) which has a unique 9-adherent point is convergent.
Theorem Lib. Let (X,t) be a Hausdorff espace. The following are equivalent.
(i) 77ie space (X, t) is minimal *#.
(ii) Every countable filterbase on (X, r) which has a unique 9-adherent point is convergent. Theorem 1.1c. Let (X,t) be a Hausdorff %-space. The following are equivalent.
(i) The space (X, t) is minimal %.
Proof of 1.1a. Suppose (X, o) is weakly first countable Hausdorff space and o c t. Let 2? be a wfc-system for (X, o). For each point p E X, the filterbase %p = {B(n,p): n E w} has a unique 0-adherent point in (X, a), namely/;. Since o c t, % has a unique 0-adherent point in (X, t). Hence 9>p converges to p in (X, t). Now if T E t and p ET, then there exists np E w such that B(np,p) c T, i.e., T E o. Hence (ii) implies (i).
Conversely, suppose q E X and í = {7": « E u} is a filterbase on X such that (1) for each n E tc, Fn d Fn+X, (2) q is the unique 0-adherent point of / in (X, t), (3) / is not convergent, and (4)7-0= X. Let o = { V E t: q E K=> there is F E t with F c V). Then it is not difficult to prove that a is strictly weaker than t and (X, o) is a Hausdorff weakly first countable space. Proofs of Theorems Lib and 1.1c are similar. Concerning P-closed spaces, one can easily obtain the following.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Theorem 1.2a. Let X be a Hausdorff weakly first countable space. The following are equivalent.
(i) X is weakly first countable-closed.
(ii) Every countable filterbase on X has a 9-adherent point.
Theorem 1.2b. Let X be a Hausdorff 'S-space. The following are equivalent.
(i) X is '»-closed.
Theorem 1.2c. Let X be a Hausdorff %-space. The following are equivalent.
(i) X is %-closed.
Proof of 1.2a. Suppose X is weakly first countable, Hausdorff and there exists a weakly first countable Hausdorff space Y with X e X e Y. Since X is a closed subset of Y, the space A" is a weakly first countable Hausdorff space. Let B_be a wfc-system for X. Since X is not closed in X, there exists a point p E X \ X such that B(n,p) n X ¥=0 for every n E to. Let Fn = B(n,p) n X for each « G to, and let t = {Fn: n E to}. Then t is a countable filterbase on X, and since Y is Hausdorff, / has no 0-adherent point in X.
Conversely, suppose i = {G":«Gw}isa filterbase on X such that G0 = X, G" D Gn+1 for each n G to, and t has no f?-adherent point in A'. Choose [ G" U {q} if x = q, where n E to.
The proofs of Theorems 1.2b and 1.2c are similar. For many properties P, P-minimality is sufficient to force P-closedness. This is also true of these properties. Proof. If (X, t) is a P-minimal space for P E {weakly first countable, 'S, %}, and t is a descending sequence of nonempty sets having no 9-adherent in (A', t), we pick a point q E X. The constructions used in Theorems 1.1 provide a weaker P-topology a on X.
Example 7 Proof. For regular spaces, adherence and 0-adherence are equivalent. In [HS] , it is proved that every countably compact "¿F-space (and hence <Sr-space) is compact.
The assumption of regularity is not superfluous in the above corollary. For first countable spaces, we state several results which can be established by arguments similar to ones given in [G] and [SJ. Recall (i) X is minimal neighborhood S'.
(ii) Every countable open filterbase on X with a unique adherent point is convergent.
(iii) X is semiregular and neighborhood 'S-closed.
Theorem 1.4c. Let X be a Hausdorff neighborhood %-space. The following are equivalent.
(i) X is minimal neighborhood %.
(iii) X is semiregular and neighborhood 'S -closed.
2. A density theorem. In this section, we prove a theorem from which we may obtain G. M. Reed's theorem that every Moore-closed space is separable and Stephenson's theorem that every Baire, semimetrizable-closed space is separable.
Lemma 2.1. Let X be a Baire neighborhood 'S-space with B an 'S-system for X such that B(n, x) is open for each n E w and x E X. Suppose V is an open subset of X which contains no isolated points, and for each m > 0 let Vm = V \ (U x^X\yB(m, x)). Then for some m > 0, Vm has nonempty interior.
Proof. Define W = V n (nm>0(U xeXxyB(m, x))) and V0=Vf\W. Now V = U/6wFf and since X is Baire, some V¡ must have nonempty interior. We will prove that V0 has empty interior, and the result will follow.
On the contrary, suppose that there exists a nonempty open set / with /C V0. Now W, with the subspace topology, is a discrete space, for consider any point x E W. Select n E w such that for each y E B(n, x) \ {x) there exists ti,, G w such that {x,y) çf_ U2eX\vB(ny> z)-^0T each;' G B(n, x) \ {x), one has y G UzeX\yB(ny, z\ since x G Uz6^\K-ß(nv z\ aQd so B(n,x) n W = {x).
Because W is dense in ClvW = V0, it follows that each point of W is isolated in the space V0. But 7 c V0 and / is nonempty and open, so there exists a point w E W n 7. Now w is an isolated point of the open set /, and, hence, is isolated in X, but V cannot contain isolated points. This contradiction establishes the result. Theorem 2.2. Suppose X is a Baire, feebly compact neighborhood 'S-space, and let I be the set of isolated points of X. Then X has dense subset C with \C\ < max{|/|, N0}.
Proof. Let K = max{|/|, H0), and denote by 2? an ^-system for X with each B(n, x) an open set. We will first prove that for every pairwise disjoint family T of open subsets of X, we have 1^1 < K.
Suppose, on the contrary, that there exists an open disjoint collection 'S with 15" | > K. There is an uncountable subset T of 'S such that each V E T is nonempty and contains no isolated points. For each CgT and m E A/(=w\{0}), let Vm = V\(\JxeXXVB(m, x)). By Lemma 2.1, for each V E T, we may choose m(V) E N such that Vm,V) has nonempty interior. Choose k E N such that 6ílí = {KGT:77i(F) = A:}is uncountable and for W E 6ÍIÍ, let Jw denote the interior of Wk. By the feeble compactness of X, there is a point x E X at which {Jw: W E %) fails to be locally finite. For each W E %, if B(k, x) n Jw ¥=0, then x E W. However, {W G %: B(k, x) n Jw ¥=0) is infinite. This is a contradiction to the disjointness of Now let us construct C. For each n E N, let $" = {B(k, x): x G X and k > «L and let 6Ùn be a maximal disjoint subcollection of %n, such that {y} G sQn for each>> G /. For each n E N and D G 6Ùn choose x(«, D) such that for some k > n, D = B(k, x(n, D)), and let C" = {x(«, D): D G <$"}. Let C = U "SNC". Then \C"\ < K for each n G /Y, so |C| < K.
For each « G TV, _U <$" is dense and open, so E = nnejv(U ^n) is dense in A. To show that C_== A', it suffices for us to prove E E C.
Suppose x G E \ C. Choose n E N such that for each y E B(n, x) \ {x}, there exists ny E N with {x,y) ç£ U zec^(ny, z)-Then since x G /, there is a point y G (B(n, x) \ {x}) n £, but then {xjjcf = fl^U^C It is impossible to remove the first countability from the last theorem.
Stephenson has recently given an example of a feebly compact, Baire, symmetrizable Hausdorff space which is not separable [S4] . Also, the consideration of the isolated points can not be eliminated. The Aleksandrov double interval is a compact, Hausdorff, Baire, neighborhood 'S,, -space which is not separable.
The question now naturally arises, "Can you restrict the isolated points by the cardinality of the continuum?" (denoted by c). We provide the following partial solution. Thus, 911 is, in any case, uncountable. Let Y = X \ ( IJ 9H). Let 5 be an .-system for X. Using the fact that 91L is pairwise disjoint and each M E 911 contains a point of X \ I, one can find an integer k and an infinite subset T of / such that T n (U_,ey£(A:,.y)) = 0 and |r n M| < 1 for each M G 91L . Thus, for each point x G X \ T, there exists « G to with 5(n, x) n T =0, from which it follows that T is a closed subset of X. This latter, however, would be a contradiction of the feeble compactness of X.
